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This student-friendly text is written in a casual, jargon-free style to present a modern introduction to

mineralogy. It emphasizes real-world applications and the history and human side of mineralogy.

The author approaches the subject by explaining the larger, understandable topics first, and then

explaining why the "little things" are important for understanding the larger picture.
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This student-friendly text is written in a casual, jargon-free style to present a modern introduction to

mineralogy. It emphasizes real-world applications and the history and human side of mineralogy.

The author approaches the subject by explaining the larger, understandable topics first, and then

explaining why the ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“little thingsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• are important for understanding the

larger picture.

overall great quality and good source to use

The content is wonderful, It is too bad that this book images are mostly in white and black. It would

visually improves if it had color images. Not so great for that matter.

Good book with plenty of information. I got this for my son.

could be one of the best mineralogy books out there. Great buy!

Looks brand new and was here faster than I expected. There is no writing in the book, plus ir was a

better buy than to get it at my school for more money and worse quality.

This is exactly what I was looking for. I needed for my Mineralogy class and this is the perfect book.



This kindle version came in black and white and there is no way to get the color out on my kindle

device or on my pc kindle reader. It's a huge bummer because color is a huge part of classifying

and understanding minerals.  does not say that this kindle version is in black and white and I spent a

ton of money on it. I think it's a bit unfair to sell a book titled Mineralogy in black and white, will be

calling to complain.
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